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Executive Summary 
 

 

Business Description 
 

The game of “MineSweeper” is one of the classic games that, 

despite its age, seems to remain in the spotlight of gaming 

history.  This application can serve as a base for other number-

based games and applications for a firm that focuses on game 

development. 

 

 

 

Overview of MineSweeper 
 

MineSweeper is set up with mines (‘x’) in randomly designated locations.  The number of mines and size 

of the board are determined by the user at startup.  Once the user has chosen the difficulty level and 

board size, the mines are placed and cells are formatted to 

conceal their respective locations.  To begin interacting with 

the game, a square is clicked where the user hopes a mine is 

not located.  The numbers revealed are the number of mines 

in direct proximity to that cell (diagonal and adjacent). 

 

When a mine is suspected to be located in a given square, the 

user may choose to “flag” the mine (right-click) to avoid 

clicking on the cell later.  In order to win the game, however, 

flagging the mines is unnecessary.  The only requirement is 

leaving the squares concealing the mines (‘x’) unclicked.  The 

flags are solely used to ease the gaming experience for the 

user.  This “un-flagged” method of victory is common to 

MineSweeper and is the common usage for more experienced 

users. 

 

There are also additional features on the side of the game console that provide useful information during 

gameplay (accompanied by instructions, controls, grid sizes, and the number of mines for each respective 

level of difficulty).  This will be covered in more detail later on with the implementation of the code. 

 

 



Implementation 
 

I broke the code into seven main parts.  In addition, there is a main sub to execute the overall code and a 

user form to facilitate user interaction.  Also, a new tab with a “Start Game” button is provided in the 

ribbon (though the start button within the spreadsheet provides more immediate access): 

 

1) Clear the pre-existing board 

2) Format a new board, given user specifications 

3) Generate the mines 

4) Calculate the number of adjacent mines 

5) Left-click functionality 

6) Right-click (flag) functionality 

7) Left-click response (coloring all the cells not containing mines) 

 

The main sub only runs the first four (clear, format, generate, calculate).  These subs execute prior to 

starting the game but after user input of game specifications.  The last three subs are in response to user 

interaction during gameplay.  I will provide more details in the “Write-Up Detail” section below. 

 

Conceptual Difficulties Encountered 
 

I learned the value of nested for loops and became familiarized with the “GetKeyState” function in VBA.  

This allowed me to track which mouse button was clicked, where it was clicked, and what the current 

state of the cell was.  I also figured out a way to determine whether or not the range of the board coincided 

with the cell being clicked, and if more than one cell was being highlighted by the user (in which case, 

nothing should trigger). 

 

The hardest portion of this project to figure out was the formatting of adjacent 

cells that did not contain a mine.  As shown to the left, by clicking the one cell 

(currently selected), all the adjacent cells needed to be formatted properly.  The 

way I solved this was by feeding the function “AdjacentCells” a myCell reference.  

After formatting it correctly, the offset function referenced an adjacent cell.  That 

adjacent cell, as designated by the offset function, was then fed into that same 

sub: 

 

 



Once I solved the adjacent cell problem, I figured out how to track the remaining cells (that were 

formatted in the lighter gray) and compare that number to the number of mines.  Once they were equal, 

this triggered a victory message box.  Unfortunately, I used a for loop to check each cell in the board with 

each click.  This slows down user interaction (though not as much as the adjacency formatting issue).  An 

alternative method ought to be explored. 

 

One last functionality I have not added and think would be a valuable addition.  In addition to permitting 

victory without actually flagging the mines, I would like to allow the user to win by flagging mines (and 

without actually exploring the entire board).  Also, a “reset” button would make use easier.  Rather than 

using the game setup sub, it would assume the previously identified variables as given by the user and 

recreate the same board with different mine locations. 

 

Assistance 
 

No substantial help was given in developing this version of MineSweeper. 

 

Write-up Detail 
 

User Form.  I wanted the user form to be simple so the user could focus primarily on the game experience 

itself.  Only four items were required: (1) the start button, (2) the cancel button, (3) the board size, and 

(4) the level of difficulty.  The start button simply executes the main sub.  The cancel button quits the sub.  

The board size and level of difficulty are passed into the main sub for later use in generation the board 

and mines. 

 

Main Sub 
 

Clearing the Pre-Existing Board.  This sub simply removes game-style formatting for the largest possible 

board size in preparation for the specified board size the user selects.  That includes the cell borders, in-

cell coloring, font color, mines, numbers, and tags for the border of the game.  Referencing was made 

easier by naming the respective ranges “Board20x20” and “Border20x20”: 

 

 



Formatting a New Board.  Given the user’s board size selection, the 

range object “board” is given the value of the range (“Board5x5”, 

“Board10x10”, or “Board20x20”).  “Board” is then used throughout the 

rest of the module to format borders, cell and font coloring (concealing 

mines), and the border (containing “*” in each cell). 

 

Generating the Mines.  Given the difficulty and board size, the number 

of mines is determined to suit the player’s experience.  A loop contains 

the randomized row and column coordinates for each mine and the 

number of mines that are placed are counted until the appropriate number of mines is reaching.  Since 

the different board sizes have different placement within the spreadsheet, another variable is used to 

capture the distance between the board and the origin of the spreadsheet (“A1”). 

 

Calculating the Number of Adjacent Mines.  An offset function from each cell with a row and column 

offset range of -1 to 1 was created with a nested for loop within another for loop.  A counter for the 

number of surrounding mines was incremented and then the cell’s value was set to the counter after all 

adjacent cells were checked. 

 

 
 

Left-Click Functionality.  This was probably the second most challenging portion of the code.  I discovered 

checking for convergence of the previously defined “board” object and the targeted cell which allowed 

the game to remain within the confines of the board and not subsume the entire spreadsheet (that would 

have been a very long game).  If a mine (‘x’) is clicked, the entire board’s text is made white and all the 

mines appear and a prompt saying “Game Over” is displayed.  After that, a re-prompt to set up a new 

game is provided. 

 

Right-Click Functionality.  This creates a flagging functionality.  The cell is formatted red and a counter 

identifies how many flags have been used (to indicate to the user how many mines might be identified).  

This counter is outputted to the spreadsheet in a designed, named range.  Reducing the count of flags if 

a cell is right-clicked, left-clicked, or adjacent to a cell that is clicked (which triggers its unflagging), took 

some time to figure out but now the flags are fully functional and accurately simulate the MineSweeper 

experience. 

 

Left-Click Response.  This utilizes the “AdjacentCells” sub to properly format, not only the selected cell, 

but all the adjacent cells that do not contain mines.  The proper behavior is for the formatting to stop with 

any instance of a cell containing a number (whereas, blank cells continue to be formatted in adjacent 

succession). 


